TOPIC: L.1.4.A

Context clues:

Pre K-12th Grade

Vocabulary
Context Clues
Topic: CCSS L.1.4.A Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
Instructions
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twoeach word
Instructions:
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to the bolded
words.
Match
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meaning
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Sonya came home from
school. “I’m going to bed!”
she exclaimed to her mother,
who was in the other room.
Sonya walked up to her room.
She let out an enormous
yawn. Her eyes were rapidly
closing as she walked to her
bed. She was so familiar with
her room that she
knew
Sonya
came when
home from school. “I’m going to bed!” she exclaimed to her mother, who was in the
room.
Sonya
walked up to or
her walk
room. She
let out an enormous
yawn. Her eyes were rapidly clo
she had to step over something
around
something.
she walked to her bed. She was so familiar with her room that she knew when she had to step o
She got into bedsomething
and said,
than
or walk“I’m
aroundtuckered
something. Sheout!”
got into In
bedless
and said,
“I’m five
tuckered out!” In less than
seconds,
Sonya
was
fast
asleep!
seconds, Sonya was fast asleep!

1.

exclaimed

1. exclaimed

A.

A. very large
very large

2. enormous

2.

enormous

3. rapidly

3.

rapidly

5. tuckered out

4.
5.

B. tired

B.

tired

C.

E. know really well
very quickly

familiar

D.

shouted

tuckered out

E.

know really well

4. familiar

C. very quickly
D. shouted
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